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Numerous observations have been reported in the literature of enhanced mass transport and
solid-state reaction rates during microwave heating of a variety of ceramic, glass, and polymer
materials. An explanation for these controversial observations has eluded researchers for over a
decade. This paper describes a series of recent experimental and theoretical investigations that
provide an explanation for these intriguing observations in terms of ponderomotive forces acting on
mobile ionic species. The ponderomotive phenomenon, like its conventional-plasma analog, can be
described in the continuum model limit by combining the continuity, Poisson’s, and transport
equations. However, the solid-state plasma version typically manifests as a result of gradients in
mobile charge mobility~e.g., near physical surfaces or interfaces!, whereas the conventional plasma
ponderomotive transport is typically a consequence of gradients in the radiation field intensity. Both
cases can be captured in a single, general, mathematical articulation developed in terms of the
mobile particle fluxes. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!91005-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is widely recognized that microwave electromagne
radiation can be effectively used to heat a variety of diel
tric materials, including food and plasmas, as well as so
commercial successes in materials processing such as d
of wood and curing of rubber products. Continuing inter
in commercializing a broader spectrum of microwave he
ing applications in materials processing is based on m
volumetric heating, rapid switching control of the pow
source, and capacity for selective coupling in heterogen
media when compared with conventional heating.

Successful commercialization of additional materia
processing applications will require demonstration of uniq
materials’ synthesis capabilities or unique improvements
product quality, compelling cost advantages, repeatable
cess reliability, and effective marketing. At the present tim
however, there are still many gaps of fundamental kno
edge of the precise microwave materials’ interaction mec
nisms. Such information is important for specification of o
timal microwave heating strategies and optimal proc
equipment design.

One of the most interesting examples of the importa
and need for fundamental knowledge advancement conc
growing evidence that microwave heating promotes
hanced materials reaction or processing rates in compar
with conventional furnace heating at comparab
temperatures.1 Specific examples include microwave sinte
ing of ceramics,2–5 microwave-driven radioactive tracer io
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diffusion,6 microwave-driven ion-exchange reactions
glasses,7 microwave joining of ceramics,8 microwave~spin-
odal! decomposition of solid solutions,9 synthesis of metal–
carbide powders,10 and promotion of organic imidization
reactions.11

Understanding and explaining these observations
been complicated by difficulties in accurately characteriz
the internal thermal state of a microwave-heated specime12

Also, some cases have been demonstrated to result from
ing different container designs for the microwave and co
ventionally heated experiments.13 Nevertheless, a significan
number of recent experimental observations of microwa
induced nonthermal reaction rate enhancements retain c
ibility, even after critical scrutiny.

As indicated in Fig. 1, reaction process rates, whethe
solid, liquid, gas, or plasma phase, are determined by re
tant transport rates~mixing!, reactant collision rates~achiev-
ing intimate proximity of reacting species!, and the probabil-
ity of reaction per near-encounter~collision! of reacting
particles. It is especially true in solid-state processes~which
are the focus of this paper! that many process rates are tran
port limited ~diffusion!, due to the dense-packing which pro
hibits convective mixing. Therefore any microwav
materials’ interactions that enhance mobile particle so
state transport are likely to also enhance process rates
those solids.

Recently, it has been discovered that microwave fi
strengths typical of some materials’ processing conditio
exert an additional driving force for mobile ion transport
solids.14 Careful comparisons with a recent theoretic
model15 have confirmed that this phenomenon is the resul
microwave ponderomotive forces.16 Numerical analyses17
4 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1665Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Booske et al.
have established that these ponderomotive forces can
deed, be strong enough to compete with conventional driv
forces in various examples of heat processing of ceram
and glasses.

In the remainder of this paper, we describe the mec
nism and review the sequence of theoretical, experimen
and numerical studies identifying, verifying, and characte
ing the phenomenon. The ponderomotive phenomenon,
its conventional-plasma analog, can be described in the
tinuum model limit by combining the continuity, Poisson’
and transport equations. However, the solid-state plasma
sion typically manifests as a result of gradients in cha
mobility ~e.g., near surfaces or interfaces!, whereas the con
ventional plasma ponderomotive transport is typically a c
sequence of gradients in the radiation field intensity. It
illustrated how both cases can be captured in a single m
ematical articulation developed in terms of the mobile p
ticle fluxes.

II. DISCOVERY, IDENTIFICATION, AND VERIFICATION
OF THE PHENOMENON AND MECHANISM

The first experimental evidence for strong microwa
field effects on the transport of mobile ions in solid-sta
media was obtained from measurements of ionic current
halide salt crystals exposed to brief pulses of microwa
energy.18,19 These experiments were designed to evalu
whether strong microwave fields could enhance solid-s
ion transport by increasing ionic mobility. The experimen
configuration is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 and d
scribed in detail in Ref. 20. An external bias voltage w

FIG. 1. Illustration of event sequence for all reactions~solid, liquid, or gas
phase!: reactant transport, reactant collisions, reaction~with probability
Prxn!. Modification of reaction rates is accomplished by effecting change
any or all of these steps, but especially the rate-limiting step.

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of the configuration used to observe mi
wave field effects on ionic currents in halide salt crystals.
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applied to the crystal, inducing an ionic current, while t
specimen’s temperature was controlled by resistive hea
tapes. While the external bias voltage was applied, the sp
men was irradiated by a short pulse of microwave ener
and an increase in the ionic current was observed to re
After establishing that the observation was definitely an
crease in ionic current and not electrode effects~e.g.,
Schottky-diode-like behavior! or electronic current, the ques
tion to resolve was whether the increased current was a
sequence of increased ionic mobility~or conductivity! or due
to an additional, microwave-induced driving force for ion
diffusion. As illustrated in Fig. 3, this question was resolv
in favor of the latter mechanism by varying the applied b
voltage. During this process, it was observed that the a
tional increment of current during the microwave pulse
mained unaffected by the applied bias voltage, and only
pended on the intensity of the microwave field. It was a
shown that the microwave-induced part of the ionic curr
scaled in proportion to the square of the microwave elec
field intensity, suggesting a nonlinear interaction.14,19

Around the same time, a theoretical model w
proposed15 that suggested microwave fields could enhan
ionic transport in solid-state ‘‘ionic plasmas’’ through th
influence of a ponderomotive force interaction. The fact t
a high-frequency electromagnetic field influences the tim
averaged motion of charged particles is well-known in co
ventional plasma physics. In particular, the slowly varyi
influence of a spatially nonuniform, high-frequency electr
magnetic field acting on a particle is referred to as a p
deromotive force~PMF!.21 In the case of these solid-sta
ionic plasmas, the theoretical model predicted that a sim

n

-

FIG. 3. Oscilloscope traces showing the effect of microwave irradiation
ionic currents in a NaCl crystal at 150 °C. In both frames, the upper trac
the ionic current and the lower trace is the microwave power. Horizo
scale is 1 ms/div.~a! ionic current results from application of a 10 V bia
across the crystal and is enhanced during microwave irradiation~;2 kW!;
~b! no bias voltage is applied, yet still an ionic current pulse is obser
during microwave irradiation.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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1666 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 5, No. 5, May 1998 Booske et al.
nonlinear effect could manifest near physical surfaces or
terfaces, should scale with the square of the electric field,
should be sensitive to the surface conditions of the irradia
material. Both of these latter qualitative features of the t
oretical model were consistent with the experimen
observations.14

The theoretical analysis involves a second-order per
bation treatment of the transport, continuity, and Poisso
equations, i.e.,

Ji52Di¹ni1
Dini

kT
qiE, ~1!

]ni

]t
52¹•Ji , ~2!

¹•E5
1

e (
i

qi~ni2ni
~0!!, ~3!

where the subscripti refers to the mobile charge species,J is
the particle flux,q is the species charge,D is the diffusion
coefficient,n is the concentration,k is Boltzmann’s constant
T is the temperature, andE is the electric field vector.

The basic idea is that a high-frequency~HF! harmonic
electric field drives a high-frequency flux of charge mob
species within the medium. In the bulk of the medium, t
fluxes are spatially uniform. Near the surface, however,
discontinuity of the medium results in a harmonic oscillati
of the ionic concentration, as it alternately accumulates
depletes during a HF cycle. These oscillations in the ne
surface concentrations are in phase~or nearly so! with the
HF electric field oscillations. As seen from Eq.~1!, any such
in-phase oscillations of electric field and mobile charge c
centration multiply to produce a rectified, quasistationa
flux of charge carriers after averaging over a HF cycle.

ExpandingJ, n, andE in Eqs.~1!–~3! to second order

X~ t !'X~0!1X~1!1X~2!, ~4!

whereX(0) represents static~equilibrium! solutions,X(1) rep-
resents HF fluctuation terms, andX(2) represents the period
averaged, quasistationary components, yields the quas
tionary ionic flux

Ji
~2!'2Di¹ni

~2!1
Dini

~2!

kT
qiE

~2!

1
Dini

~0!

kT K S ni
~1!

ni
~0!D qiE

~1!L , ~5!

where the angular brackets indicate a fast-time-average
the period of the HF field oscillations. The microwav
induced ponderomotive driving force is identified as t
time-averaged piece of the last term of Eq.~5!

PMF5K S n~1!

n~0!DqE~1!L . ~6!

Generally, the HF charge density perturbationn(1) will be
localized near the physical interface or surface, within
smaller of either the Debye–Hu¨ckel radius l5ADe/2s
5AekT/2niqi

2 ~solid-state equivalent of the Debye length! or
Downloaded 10 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AIP
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the characteristic diffusion length,l 5AD/v ~at microwave
frequencies,v, one can expect the latter distance to apply
mobile ion charge density perturbations!. For a one-
dimensional case, the HF charge perturbation will acco
pany a perturbation of the HF electric field such that

n~1!5
e

q

]E~1!

]x
. ~7!

Substituting Eq.~7! into ~6! reveals the quadratic dependen
of the PMF on the electric field intensity:

PMF}K e

2

]uE~1!u2

]x L . ~8!

Based, then, on qualitative similarities between predic
features of the model15 and the experimental data,14 a col-
laboration was undertaken to refine both the model and
experiments to permit a more detailed comparison. T
eventual outcome of that effort was a confirmation that
microwave-enhanced ionic transport observed in the exp
ments was the result of the PMF originally proposed in R
15. The principal achievement of the collaborative study w
to demonstrate agreement between the theory and the ex
mental data regarding sophisticated details of transient
tures in the time-dependent ionic current induced by the
crowave pulses.16

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND THEORY
REFINEMENTS

In order to examine the physics of the solid-state PMF
greater detail as well as to evaluate its relevance to co
tions present during microwave processing of materials,
merical simulations were investigated for a solid-state io
plasma modeled by the three relevant equations~1!–~3!.17

The simulations examined in detail the illustrative case
mobile ion response to microwave frequency electric fie
near the surface of a sodium chloride crystal~fields polarized
normal to the surface!. In ionic single crystals, it is often
convenient to describe the diffusion of mobile ions in term
of the complementary transport of charged point defects~va-
cancies! and that is the approach used in these simulatio

Figure 4 illustrates the fact that the HF perturbation
localized near the surface of the crystal@see the discussion
between Eqs.~6! and~7!#. However, by modifying the loca
quasistatic ionic~defect! concentration gradient~or electro-
chemical potential! near such a surface, the PMF’s influen
propagates with time into the bulk of the medium. This
illustrated in Fig. 5, which plots the charged mobile Cl~va-
cancy! ion concentration as a function of time and distan
from the crystal surface. In this particular instance, the m
bile charged species are continuously drawn from the bul
the surface, resulting in a density depletion that reac
deeply into the crystal bulk with increasing time. As e
pected, the simulations confirmed the theoretical predict
that the PMF should drive mass transport: i.e., transpor
the same direction for both positively and negatively charg
mobile ionic species.

Owing to the fact that NaCl is a well-characterized m
terial, accurate quantitative predictions were possible. T
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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effort established that the magnitude of the PMF for mic
wave field intensities typical of materials processing con
tions can equal or exceed the magnitudes of other comp
tive transport driving forces that would be present in t
absence of the microwave field.22 Thus it was established
that the microwave PMF is capable of explaining enhanc
solid-state reactions by significantly enhancing react
transport in ionic solids. It may seem remarkable that th
solid-state ponderomotive forces can have such a signific
phenomenological effect for relatively low radiation pre
sures~in comparison, say, with mechanical stresses that m
be present or can be applied!. This apparent anomaly is un
derstood by recognizing that the solid-state ponderomo

FIG. 4. High-frequency~1 GHz! electric field perturbation as a function o
time and distance from the crystal surface.

FIG. 5. Time- and space-dependent quasistatic perturbation to the i
species~chlorine vacancy! concentration under the influence of microwav
frequency, near-surface ponderomotive forces.
Downloaded 10 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AIP
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pressure is concentrated on the mobile species, where
mechanical pressure is distributed throughout all ions or
oms in the structure.23

Another interesting observation obtainable from t
simulations is the limit of the perturbation model for predic
ing the PMF@cf. Eq.~6! or ~8!#. For example, to examine th
range over which the PMF-driven flux scales linearly w
the radiation pressure~i.e., the square of the microwave ele
tric field! we have plotted in Fig. 6 the simulation-predicte
normalized flux versus a normalized expression for the PM
The flux has been normalized to the value one might exp
for an extremely severe concentration gradient

FIG. 7. Illustration of the geometry and electric field solutions near the gr
boundary of two ceramic grains undergoing being sintered by microw
energy.

ic

FIG. 6. Normalized ponderomotive-driven ionic flux versus normalized
diation field pressure. The PMF-driven flux scales linearly with the norm
ized radiation pressure to electric field intensities far in excess of either
expected validity of the perturbation-theory-derived expression or exp
mentally realizable values.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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Jnorm5
J

Jmax
, Jmax5Du¹numax;D

n0

l
5n0ADv ~9!

while the normalized PMF has been characterized in term
the normalized radiation pressure:

PMF}uEnormu2[UqẼHFl

kT
U2

5
Dq2

v~kT!2 uẼHFu2. ~10!

As indicated in Fig. 6, the PMF-driven flux scales linea
with the normalized radiation pressure to electric field inte
sities far in excess of experimentally realizable value24

Hence the expression derived for the PMF from the per
bation analysis is much more generally valid than one wo
conclude on the basis of perturbation expansion assumpt

Other recent additions to the theory concern the role
electric fields polarized tangential to the solid surfaces23 as
well as mesoscopic field enhancements near pores in cer
powder compacts, prior to high-temperature sintering.
example, Calameet al. have recently established by nume
cal simulation25 that the intensity of the electric field is en
hanced in spherical neck regions between two spherical p
der grains undergoing microwave sintering. Due to facetin5

a more appropriate geometry for description of realistic s
tering experiments is two flat grain surfaces forming a di
dral angle, as illustrated in Fig. 7. The electric field enhan
ment in this geometry can be described by solving
corresponding quasielectrostatics problem. Choosing cy
drical coordinates with thez axis directed along a grain
boundary edge@cf. Fig. 7~a!#, the following expression for
the electrostatic potentialF can be obtained:

F55
Ara

sin aw

sin aw0
1Brb

cosbw

cosbw0
, uwu<w0

Ara
sin a~p2w!

sin a~p2w0!
1Brb

cosb~p2w!

cosb~p2w0!
,

w0,uwu<p

~11!

where w is the azimuthal angle, the sectorw0,uwu,p is
occupied by the solid~with dielectric constante!, whereas
for uwu,w0 there is vacuum. In Eqs.~11!, A andB are arbi-
trary constants, anda andb are the smallest positive roots o
the equations

e tan aw052tan a~p2w0!,
~12!

tan bw052e tan b~p2w0!.

The first terms on the right of Eqs.~11! correspond to the
antisymmetric mode@Fig. 7~b!#, in which the electric field
vector E52¹F points normal to the symmetry plane~w
50, w5p!. The second terms correspond to the symme
mode @Fig. 7~c!#, in which the electric field vector in the
symmetry plane is parallel to that plane.

Since generally, for sintering of ceramic micropowde
w0,p/2, it follows from Eqs.~12! that a,1 and b.1.
Therefore in the antisymmetric mode the electric fie
strength increases without limit,E}r a21 when approaching
the grain boundary edge~i.e., r→0!, whereas in the symmet
ric mode E→0 as r→0. It should be noted that for larg
values ofe, such thate tan(p/2•w0 /(p2w0))@1 it can be
Downloaded 10 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AIP
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approximately obtained thata'p/@2(p2w0)#. Analysis of
such solutions shows that the net ponderomotive action
the enhanced~antisymmetric! electric field results in mass
flow along the grain surfaces and away from the interior
the intergrain boundary, as indicated in Fig. 7~b!. In this
fashion, the ‘‘amplified’’ ponderomotive action effectivel
extracts atoms from the intergrain boundary and facilita
the shrinkage of closed pores in ceramics undergoing mi
wave processing.

Insofar as the theoretical description is based on c
tinuum equations, the ponderomotive phenomena can be
pected to manifest in any solid medium with mobile ion
whether crystalline or amorphous.7 Moreover, solids conven-
tionally regarded as covalent may still possess sufficient fr
tional ionization to manifest ponderomotive-force-enhanc
mass transport during microwave heating. For exam
metal carbides or nitrides are generally regarded as nonio
However, such compounds are not completely covalen26

and possess adequate fractional ionization~of order one elec-
tron charge out of four per mobile ion or defect! to be sen-
sitive to ponderomotive forces. This may explain, for e
ample, dramatically enhanced reaction rates in solid-s
synthesis of TiC.10

IV. GENERAL THEORY DISCUSSION

Following Ref. 27, in this section, we compare and co
trast the solid-state ionic plasma PMF with the more conv
tionally known plasma ponderomotive force. In general,
latter force is quadratic in the field strength and depends
having a nonuniform field. However, a precise definition
the ponderomotive force can only be given within a spec
mathematical model of the system. Consequently, sev
different physical quantities may be called the ponderom
tive force. We consider the three most important exampl

The Euler hydrodynamics model makes use of the f
lowing basic equations:

]n

]t
1¹•~nv!50,

~13!

mF]v

]t
1~v•¹!vG5qE1q@v3B#2nv,

wherev is the hydrodynamic velocity,m is the mass of the
particles,E andB are the electric and magnetic field vector
andn is the friction coefficient or collision frequency. Defin
ing the PMF~per unit volume! within this framework as the
total averaged force exerted by the electromagnetic field

f15m^n&F]^v&
]t

1~^v&•¹!^v&1n^v&G , ~14!

where the angular brackets denote time averaging. Using
definition and solving Eqs.~13!, f1 may be obtained as

f152
vp

2

v21n2 ¹ K eE2

2 L 1
vp

2

v21n2 n^eE3B&, ~15!

wherevp5Anq2/me is the conventional plasma frequenc
The single particle model proceeds from the equation

motion:
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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m
]2r

]t2 5qE~r ,t !1qF]r

]t
3B~r ,t !G2n~r !

]r

]t
. ~16!

Within this approach, the ponderomotive force is defined

f25m^n&F K ]2r

]t2L 1n K ]r

]t L G . ~17!

To compare with the previous model,f2 can be obtained
from Eq. ~16! in the form:

f25f11
vp

2

v21n2

n

v2 K ~eE•¹!
]E

]t L
2

vp
2

v21n2 K ]E

]t S eE•¹
n~r !

v2 D L . ~18!

As defined, f1 determines the dynamics of a time
averaged field of velocities, whereasf2 determines the dy-
namics of motion of single particles. In general,^v&
Þ^]r /]t& since in the former case the averaging is p
formed at a given point in space, whereas in the latter
stance the averaging is done for a given particle along
trajectory. As known in plasma physics, in then50 case the
PMF’s defined via the two approaches~f1 and f2! are equal.
However, fornÞ0, f1Þf2 , as seen from Eq.~18!. In order to
correctly describe the mass transport flux~which is a quan-
tity of most interest for the microwave processing of mate
als application!, one should usef2 . For a sufficiently high
value of n, it follows from Eq. ~18! that m^n&^]r /]t&
5f2 /n. In comparison, the quantitym^n&^v&5f1 /n does not
fully describe the mass transport, since the mass trans
flux also includes the termm^(n2^n&)(v2^v&)& which is
not accounted for inf1 . Viewed another way, the secon
term of the right-hand side of Eq.~18! particularly distin-
guishesf2 from f1 for the solid-state ionic plasma applica
tion. High-frequency charge density perturbations n
abrupt physical interfaces@Eq. ~6!# give rise to nonuniform
high-frequency field perturbations@Eq. ~7!#, giving this dis-
tinguishing term a nonzero value.

To accurately describe the mass transport within
frame of a hydrodynamic approach, the hydrodynamic eq
tions ~13! should be formulated for the particle flux variab
J5nv instead of the hydrodynamic velocityv:

]n

]t
1¹•J50,

mH ]J

]t
1F ~J•¹!

J

n
1

J

n
~¹•J!G J 5qnE1q@J3B#2nJ.

~19!

Consistent with the flux hydrodynamics model, the PMF
defined as

f35mH ]^J&
]t

1F ~^J&•¹!
^J&

^n&
1

^J&

^n&
~¹•^J&!G1n^J&J

~20!

and solving Eqs.~19! yields
Downloaded 10 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AIP
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f35f22
n

v2 K S vp
2

v21n2

]eE

]t D •¹E

1E¹•S vp
2

v21n2

]eE

]t D L . ~21!

In general, this last expression differs from both of the p
vious two. However, if the electric field has linear polariz
tion, i.e.,

E5A~r !exp@ iw~r !#exp~ ivt !1c.c., A5A* , ~22!

then the last term in Eq.~21! is zero andf35f2 . A circularly
polarized field would cause rotation of particles. In the ca
of nonuniform plasma, this may result in additional rot
tional components in the flux, which are accounted for byf3

but not f2 . Such rotational components of flux can be ma
roscopically detectable even when the radius of revolution
each particle is microscopic. Each rotating particle rema
on its own closed circular trajectory with zero net averag
displacement. However, since the concentration of such
ticles is nonuniform, there may be a nonzero averaged m
roscopic rotational flux in this situation. Nevertheless, t
flux lines of this macroscopic flow will always be close
~i.e., ¹•^J&50! and hence it is not of interest to the sort
mass transport flux important to the microwave process
application which is the subject of this paper. Therefore fro
the point of view of describing mass transport fluxes in sol
state ionic plasmas which are important for microwave m
terials’ processing applications,f3 and f2 yield equivalent
results. When the local electric field has a linear polarizat
~but is nonuniform!, then both the last term in Eq.~21! and
the very last term in Eq.~18! are zero, and

f35f25f11
vp

2

v21n2

n

v2 K ~eE•¹!
]E

]t L . ~23!

It should also be noted that according to Eq.~18! ~i.e.,
the third term!, in the case of nonuniform collisionality,
nonzero PMF~either f2 or f3! can exist even if the electric
field is uniform, although the Euler hydrodynamics mod
would predict no PMF under such conditions. This lat
situation, which requires a local field polarization differe
than linear, specifically can apply to the solid-state ion
plasma conditions present during experimental observat
of microwave-enhanced solid-state transport and reactio
In this regard, it is useful to note that even if the polarizati
of the external field is linear, the local field polarization c
be elliptical due to a complex permittivity~i.e., associated
with dissipation!.

For solid-state applications the following limiting case
of special interest:n@vp@v. In solid-state terms, this cor
responds to the following condition, which is generally s
isfied in ionic solids in the temperature and frequency ran
used in microwave processing technologies:vt!d/l!1,
wheret is the time interval between atom hops,d is inter-
atomic distance, andl is the Debye–Hu¨ckel radius for the
ionic plasma. As shown in Ref. 23, in the free quasielect
static limit where ¹3E'0, ¹•(epE)'0 and ep[1
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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2vp
2/v(v2in), the solid-state plasma PMF takes an es

cially simple form, derived from the flux hydrodynamics a
proach,

f3'^rE&, ~24!

wherer5(¹•E)/4p is the density of the field-induced spac
charge~note that althoughf2 would not yield this form, it
would give the same mass transport, since¹•f25¹•f3!.
Equation~24! is actually the same as Eq.~6! in Sec. II.

A summary comparison of various approaches to
definition of the PMF suggests that while all of them a
valid theoretical formulations, some of the approaches
more convenient than others for addressing specific p
lems. For example, microwave processing of solid mater
is mostly dependent upon the mass transport phenom
which are responsible for both the process kinetics and fi
product properties. To describe the solid-state ionic plas
dynamics for this and similar applications, the flux hydrod
namics model and the single particle approach appear t
equally appropriate for defining the PMF since they ena
one to compute the mass fluxes with no additional terms.
Euler hydrodynamics model, on the other hand, requires
ad hoc addition of the termm^(n2^n&)(v2^v&)& in order to
describe these mass fluxes, as discussed below Eq.~18!. Of
all three approaches, the flux hydrodynamics model is c
sidered preferable for solid-state problems with strong spa
nonuniformities on the surfaces, since it allows for efficie
treatment of diffusion phenomena.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND SUMMARY

It has been demonstrated through theoretical analy
experimental measurements, and numerical simulations
high-frequency electromagnetic fields exert ponderomo
forces on mobile ions in solids so as to enhance solid-s
ionic diffusion. The ponderomotive phenomenon, like
conventional-plasma analog, can be described in the c
tinuum model limit by combining the continuity, Poisson’
and transport equations. However, the solid-state plasma
sion typically manifests as a result of gradients in mob
charge mobility~e.g., near physical surfaces or interface!,
whereas the conventional plasma ponderomotive transpo
typically a consequence of gradients in the radiation fi
intensity. It has been shown that both cases are most
ciently included in a common mathematical hydrodynam
model articulated in terms of the particle fluxes.

As a practical matter, it has been shown that the mag
tude of the solid-state ionic ponderomotive force is su
ciently strong for realistic field intensities to explain expe
mentally observed enhancements of mass transport
solid-state reaction rates during microwave heating of
ramic or glass materials. Opportunities therefore exist
reduced processing times or temperatures or improved m
Downloaded 10 Apr 2007 to 128.104.198.190. Redistribution subject to AIP
-
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rials’ properties through the choice of microwave heati
instead conventional furnace heating. Identifying conditio
for which these advantages of microwave heating may
reliably realized requires further research.
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